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Abstract—This work is concerned with the modelling of
industrial processes, described by Pipe and Instrumentation
Diagrams (P&ID) and narratives as specified in the norm ISA
5.1, by Interpreted Petri Nets (IPN). In a previous work, a
modeling methodology was introduced in order to translate a
P&ID representation into an IPN. Now, herein the proposed
methodology is enriched with the inclusion of errors detection
and recovery stages that allow to remove errors involuntarily
introduced by engineers in the P&ID and the process and
operation narratives. In particular, the detection stage searches
for omitted or inconsistent information involuntarily introduced
in the narratives. Every omitted or inconsistent information is
referred as an error. The errors are detected by evaluating
logical predicates given in a list of predicates, which can be
extended to include new type of errors. The recovery stage is then
implemented by the execution of functions that focus on removing
the detected errors. These functions fix the information in some
tables, this information is then propagated to the narratives
and the derived IPN models, in order to make consistent the
information in the model.
Index Terms—P&ID, Petri nets, ISA, industrial processes

I. INTRODUCTION
An industrial process consists of sub-processes or unit
operations, commonly represented by international standards
such as the ANSI ISA S5.1. This standard describes
graphically the elements (sensors, actuators, transmitters), and
the relation among them. It also captures the process and
operation behaviors (narratives), where the first one describes
the system operation and the latter describes the required
system behavior. Frequently, both behaviors are described in
natural language, and although it can be easily understood, it
is commonly a source of potential errors such as ambiguities,
inconsistencies, and omissions in the information [1], [2].
From the information provided by the P&ID, the control
program is designed based on the expertise of the programmer,
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who may introduce involuntary errors in the ladder code,
requiring further time consuming debugging stages. In order to
face these problems, formal tools and modeling methodologies
have been proposed [3]–[8], mainly based on Finite Automata
or Petri nets [9]. Unfortunately, none of these methodologies
focused on capturing and removing the errors introduced in
the narratives.
It is known that the information on industrial processes
given in natural language can be represented in structured
language through tables; it is estimated that from 1% to 5%
of the information in the cell is wrong [10], bringing serious
consequences for the process and the industry. Detection
of omissions, ambiguities and inconsistencies allows their
reduction by identifying requirement statements, which can
be interpreted in multiple ways. For requirements written in
natural language, different reading techniques are used, such
as inspection-based reading [11], [12], scenario-based reading
[13], or object-oriented inspections [14]. Anda and Sjøberg
apply the reading technique to use case models and propose a
checklist-based to detect inconsistencies and ambiguities [15].
Unfortunately, these techniques are rarely used in the industrial
environment, with the consequence that an error in the process
information can cause major failures.
In a previous work [16], a methodology for translating a
system represented as a P&ID into a Petri net model was
introduced. In that methodology, the information provided by
the P&ID and the process and operation narratives is codified
into standard tables. Next, those tables are translated into two
Petri nets, one representing the system behavior (the model
of the system) and another representing the required behavior
(the specification to be imposed by the controller). Although
the resulting system and specification models are derived to
be used in the regulation control framework, any other, such
as supervisory control theory can be used.
Now we assume that the system is modeled using the
methodology reported in [16]. Based on this model and tables,

the problem herein addressed deals with the detection of
omissions and inconsistencies in the translation of process and
operation narratives into tables, considering in particular the
removal of errors that might be included during the filling
of the tables. The approach herein presented assumes that the
potential error types are a priori known, representing omissions
and inconsistencies in the tables (named potential errors). The
proposed methodology consists of two stages. In a first stage,
the tables are reviewed in order to detect potential errors, and
in a second stage, an action is performed for each detected
error in order to remove it from the tables. Once the tables
are error-free, the translation methodology can be applied to
generate the Petri net models.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II provides basic
definitions of PN and the fundamentals of industrial processes.
Section III recalls the translation methodology of a P&ID
representation to a IPN model and an example is presented in
order to illustrate it. Section IV describes the methodology to
detect the errors introduced in the table structure and to remove
them. Then Section V illustrates the proposed methodology
using an example. Finally, some conclusions and future work
are presented in Section VI.
II. BASIC CONCEPTS
This section recalls fundamentals on Petri nets and industrial
processes.
A. Petri nets
Definition 1. A Petri net (PN) structure is a bipartite
digraph represented by the 4-tuple G = hP, T, I, Oi, where
P = {p1 , p2 , ..., pn } is a finite set of places, T = {t1 ,t2 , ...,to }
is a finite set of transitions, I : P × T → Z≥0 is a
function representing the weighted arcs connecting places to
transitions, and O : P × T → Z≥0 is a function representing
the weighted arcs connecting transitions to places.

Fig. 1: Petri net example.
Pictorially, places are represented by circles, transitions by
rectangles, and arcs by arrows as depicted in Fig. 1. The
incidence matrix of a PN is a |P| × |T | matrix C defined
such that C[i, j] = O(pi ,t j ) − I(pi ,t j ). The symbol •t j (resp.
• p ) denotes the set of all places p ( resp. transitions t ) such
i
i
j
that I(pi ,t j ) 6= 0 (resp. O(pi ,t j ) 6= 0). Similarly, t •j (resp. p•i )
denotes the set of all places pi (resp. transitions t j ) such that
O(pi ,t j ) 6= 0 (resp. I(pi ,t j ) 6= 0).
Definition 2. Given a PN structure, the marking distribution
is defined as a function M : P → Z≥0 , where M(pi ) represents
the number of tokens residing inside the place pi (depicted as
dots). The marking distribution is expressed as a column vector
M of length |P|, where M[i] = M(pi ), ∀pi ∈ P. A PN system

is a pair hG, M0 i, where G is a PN structure and M0 is the
initial marking distribution. The marking distribution evolves
according to the firing of transitions. A transition t j is enabled
at a marking Mk if ∀pi ∈ •t j , Mk [i] ≥ I(pi ,t j ), this is denoted
tj

as Mk →. A transition t j can fire if it is enabled. The firing
of an enabled transition t j leads to a new marking Mk+1 that
can be computed with the so-called PN fundamental equation
Mk+1 = Mk + Cvk , where vk [i] = 0 for i 6= j and vk [ j] = 1.
Definition 3. An Interpreted Petri net (IPN) system is a tuple
Q = hG, M0 , ΣI , ΣO , λ, ϕi, where hG, M0 i is a PN system; ΣI is
the input alphabet, where each element of the set ΣI is an input
symbol; ΣO is the output alphabet, where each element of the
set ΣO is an output symbol; λ : T → 2ΣI is the input-labeling
function of transitions (a single transition can be associated
with more than one symbol from the input alphabet ΣI ); ϕ :
P → 2ΣO is the labeling function of places (a single place can
be associated with more than one output symbol).
The evolution of an IPN is similar to that of the PN system
with the addition of the following rules: 1) a symbol a ∈ ΣI
is said to be indicated if it is activated by an external device
(e.g., a controller or a engineer) or ∃p ∈ P such that a ∈ ϕ(p)
and M(p) > 0; 2) a transition t j can fire iff t j is enabled and
∀a ∈ λ(t j ) it holds that a is indicated.
B. Industrial processes
An industrial process is usually described by a Piping and
Instrument Diagram (P&ID), a Process narrative (P N ), and
an Operation narrative (ON ).
A P&ID is a graphic representation that provides important
information for the manufacturing and interconnection of the
equipment and machinery, piping, control and safety elements,
essential for the correct operation of the process [17]. This
diagram includes symbols and an identification code to
establish a uniform means of designating instruments used for
measurement and control. This is based on the standards issued
by the Instrumentation Systems and Automation Society
(ISA). Each variable appearing in a P&ID is named controlled
variable and the values that this variable can take are its
variable states. In a similar way, the actuator states are the
values that an actuator that appears in a P&ID can take.
We denote the number of the possible states in a controlled
variable or actuator as its range. Both the controlled variables
and the actuators are referred as the process elements. The
elements controlling, acting or sensing a controlled variable
form a control loop in the P&ID; control loops are gathered
to form Sub-processes. In this work, we consider processes in
which the set of actuators and variables states are discrete.
In addition to the graphic representation, a process and
control narratives are used to describe the behavior of the
process. The Process narrative (P N ) describes in natural
language the process functionality. This narrative describes the
evolution of the controlled variables caused by the actuators
action.
The Operation narrative (ON ) is a set of sentences
describing the required behavior of the system. In particular,

this narrative indicates ordered sequences of state values that
the actuators and controlled variables must reach in order to
produce goods as expected.
III. M ODELLING METHODOLOGY
As mentioned in the Introduction, this work is based on
the modelling methodology presented in [16] to obtain IPN
models from the P&ID and process narratives, see [16] for
details. The application of the methodology is illustrated in
the following example.
Example 1. The P&ID depicted in Fig. 2 represents a bottle
filling system. This process is described as follows.

TABLE I: Element Description (T1 )
Controlled variables
& Actuators
ZZ-103(Motor)
LV-104 (Valve)
Bottle-Position (BP − 103)
Bottle-level (BL-104)

Range

State

2
2
2
2

off, on
closed
absence (BPa ), presence (BP p )
empty (BLe ), full (BL f )

Initial
State
off
closed
absence
empty

TABLE II: Element Behavior tables (T2 )
ZZ-103
off
on

off

BP-103
BPa
BP p

BPa

LV-104

on
X

X

closed

closed
BP p

BL-104
BLe
BL f

X
X

BLe

BL f
X

X

TABLE III: Permissive relation (T3 )
Actuator

Actuator state
off

ZZ-103

on
closed

LV-104

Controlled variables
BP − 103
BL − 104
Events
BPa to BP p
p
a
BP to BP
BLe to BL f

TABLE IV: Synchronous relation (T4 )
Fig. 2: P&ID of a bottle filling system.
Process narrative. The system has two sub-processes. The
first one is the bottle transfer (C − 1) that is composed of
a position transmitter ZT-103, and a motor ZZ-103. The
transmitter ZT-103 is used to detect bottle positions over the
conveyor, defining the controlled variable of the bottle position
BP − 103 with a range two, where it can be either at a
presence state (BP p ) or at an absence state (BPa ). The motor
ZZ-103 of range two can be either at the on state or at the o f f
state. If the motor ZZ-103 is at the state on the conveyor belt
conveys bottles to the filling position (a physical barrier is at
the end of the conveyor); when the motor ZZ-103 is at the state
o f f the conveyor stops. The second sub-process (T − 1) is the
bottle filling which consists of a level transmitter (LT-104) and
a level valve (LV-104). The level transmitter LT-104 is used
to detect the liquid level defining the controlled variable of
the bottle level BL − 104 with a range two, it can be at an
empty state (BLe ) or f ull state (BL f ); and the valve LV − 104
with range two can be either at a closed state or at an open
state. If the valve LV-104 is at open state, then the state of
BL − 104 can change from BLe to BL f . The complete process
is controlled by the controller YIC-1.
Operation narrative. The initial condition of ZT-103 is
BPa , and the initial condition of BL-104 is BLe . The
complete system must perform the following task: at the initial
conditions, take a bottle to the filling position of the conveyor
(BP p ) and fill it (BL f ), then retrieve the bottle (BPa ).
A. Deriving IPN models
By following the methodology proposed in [16], a structure
T of tables consisting of Tables I to VI is derived.
The element description table (Table I) lists the controlled
variables and actuators with their characteristics (range, states,

Variables and
events
BPa to BP p
BP − 103
BP p to BPa
BLe to BL f
BL − 104
BL f to BLe

BP − 103
BPa to BP p
BP p to BPa

BL − 104
BLe to BL f
BL f to BLe
X

X

TABLE V: Operation states (T5 )
Elements
BP − 103
BL − 104

Operation states
BPa , BP p
BLe , BL f

TABLE VI: Operation conditions (T6 )
Bottle
filling

Pre-condition
states
{BPa , BLe }
{BP p , BL f }

Conditions

Target states
{BP p , BL f }
{BPa , BLe }

and initial conditions). The element behavior tables (Table
II) capture the element behavior described in the process
narrative. A check-mark in the entry i, j represents that the
element can change from the i − th state to the j − th state
in a single step. The permissive relation table (Table III)
captures the case when controlled variables evolve only if
certain actuators are at some particular states. The Synchronous
relation table indicates when two or more controlled variables
evolve simultaneously. The Operation states table (Table V)
lists the elements and their operation states as given by the
P&ID and the operation narrative. The Operation conditions
table describes each required sub-process as a sequence of
operations, whose occurrence may be conditioned by the states
of the controlled variables. A few errors were intentionally
included in these tables to illustrate the application of an
error-detection methodology in a forthcoming example.
Once the tables are filled, the methodology continues
translating tables into the Process Graph (PG ) (Fig. 3) and later

into an IPN (Fig. 4). Each vertex in PG represents a process
element, solid arcs represent the permissive relation among
them, and dashed arcs represent the synchronous relation
among controlled variables. In the IPN, the permissive relation
is captured as self-loop arcs, and the synchronous relation is
captured as join transitions. The IPN of Fig. 4 represents the
system model.

Fig. 3: Process graph for the bottle filling process.

updated without errors, the information is translated into an
IPN as in [16].
Table VII describes the potential errors that can be detected,
while Tables VIII and IX describe the corrective actions
(functions) that must be performed to remove errors. In order
to remove detected errors, the corresponding functions must
be applied, i.e.:
“IF error Ti − E okx is detected THEN apply the error
removing function Ti − F okx ”.
Hence, the proposed methodology is composed of two
stages, the first one focuses on detecting and isolating errors
(the premise clause in the IF-THEN sentence), and the second
one focuses on removing the errors (the conclusion clause in
the IF-THEN sentence). This methodology is schematically
represented in Fig. 6. It is important to remark that new types
of errors can be considered just by adding their descriptions
in Table VII and their corrective functions in Tables VIII and
IX.

Fig. 6: Errors detection and recovery methodology.

A. Errors detection and classification

Fig. 4: Process IPN model of the bottle filling process.
According to [16], the operation states and conditions tables
are used to derive the specification (the behavior to be imposed
by the controller). The specification is represented by the IPN
depicted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Specification IPN model for the Example 1.

IV. E RRORS DETECTION AND RECOVERY METHODOLOGY
The methodology introduced in [16] translates the P&ID
information into tables an then to an IPN. Since P&ID is
an structured and unambiguous information, the translation
process is free of errors. It is not the case for narratives,
since they are described in natural language and may include
involuntary errors that may be translated into tables. This
section introduces a novel mechanism to determine if there
exist errors in the narratives by analyzing the tables to detect
omissions or inconsistencies (i.e. errors) in the information.
If there exist errors, the engineer is asked for the concise
information needed to remove the errors. Once the tables are

˙ EI ,
The set of potential errors EP is partitioned in EP = EO ∪
m
where EO = {E o } is the set of omission errors, and EI =
{E in } is the set of inconsistency errors. These errors are
described in Table VII. It is said that an error Emk has occurred
if its logical predicate described in Table VII becomes true.
For example, if there exists an element Em in the P&ID but
its range is not mentioned in the narratives, then there is a row
k in the element table with its entry name equal to Em and
Range entry empty; thus, error T1 − E okr becomes true since
its logical predicate “There is an empty cell k, 2 in Range
column”.
The following algorithm is used to detect errors in the
system table structure.
Algorithm 1: Error detection algorithm
Result: Set of detected errors SE
Select table Ti
FOR k=1 to number of elements in Ti DO
IF Ti − E okx THEN type error x is detected in table Ti
in the k − th row. Add this error to SE .
END FOR;

B. Errors recovery
In order to remove an error Exk , the associated recovery
function Fxk must be executed. The associated function
consists in asking the engineer for the required information

(in the case of omissions) or removing the inconsistency (in
the case of inconsistencies).
For example, when the error EO1 is detected, the function
1
FO must be executed, this function is applied by asking the
engineer for the omitted variable range.
The following algorithm is used to remove detected errors.
The mentioned SE set is the one computed in the previous
algorithm, it contains all detected errors.
Algorithm 2: Error recovery algorithm
Result: Set of tables free from errors
WHILE SE 6= 0/ DO
IF type error x detected in table Ti in the k − th row is
in SE THEN
Remove this error from SE
Execute recovery function Ti − F okx
END IF
END WHILE;
The recovery functions are described in Tables VIII and IX.
The first one focuses in removing omission errors while the
second one focuses in removing inconsistency errors. Notice
that error Ti − E okx is removed by function Ti − F okx .
V. I LLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
The bottle filling system described in Example 1 is
used to illustrate the proposed error detection and recovery
methodology. The application of the methodology leads to the
following steps:
1) An error T1 − E i3s is detected in the Element Description
Table I. This error is detected because in the row 3
associated to the actuator LV-104, the Range states that
the valve could be in two different states, but only
the state closed is given; i.e. there is an inconsistency
between the number of states and the listed states.
Formally: T1 − E i3s is true, because T1 [3, 2] 6= |T1 [3, 3]| .
2) According to Table IX, this error is recovered by asking
the engineer the actuator states LV-104 executing the
function: T1 − F i3s is executed for the cell T1 [3, 3].
In this case the engineer introduces the new state
“opened” for the LV-104 valve and the inconsistency
is removed.
3) Once the element description table (Table I) is edited,
the correction of this error is propagated through the
narratives, and to the process graph and the IPN.
Hence the errors are removed and the information in
the narratives and graphs becomes consistent with the
system structure tables.
When the recovery functions are executed, the tables,
narratives and graphs are changed. The updated tables
are shown in Tables X-XII; the updated process graph
is shown in Fig. 7, and the updated IPN model is shown
in Fig. 8.

TABLE VII: Error from table structure
Error from the system table structure T
Description
Logical predicates
Errors into the element description table (name to this table T1 )
Omission errors
The element does not have a
There is an empty cell [k, 2] in the
T1 − E okr
declared range. r is the element
range column.
range.
The element does not have its
There is an empty cell [k, 3] in the
T1 − E oks
declared states. s is the element
states column.
states.
The element does not have its
There is an empty cell [k, 4] in the
declared initial state. is represents
initial state column.
T1 − E okis
the element initial state.
Inconsistency errors
The element range is 1. r is the
There is a range < 2 in the cell
T1 − E ikr
element range.
[k, 2].
The element states number and its
There is an element range in
T1 − E iks
range are not equal. s is the element
cell [k, 2] not equal to the states
state.
number in cell [k, 3].
The
element
initial
state
does
not
There is an initial state in cell
T1 − E ikis
belong to its declared states. is
[k, 4] that does not belong to the
represents the element initial state.
states of cell [k, 3].
Errors into the element behavior Table (name to this table T2 )
Omission errors
The element does not have
There is an element without a
k
T2 − E ocm a check-mark that defines its check-mark that relates its states
behavior. cm is a check-mark.
in cell [k, :].
Inconsistency errors
The element has a check-mark that
There is a check-mark that relates
relates two equal states. cm is a
a same state in cell [k, k].
T2 − E ikk
cm
check-mark.
The element does not have
There is an element without
check-marks that relates it with its
check-mark in cells [k, k − 1]
T2 − E ikcm
previous and next states. cm is a
and/or [k, k + 1].
check-mark.
Error detection in the permissive relation Table (name to this table T3 )
Omission errors
The actuator does not have a
There is an empty cell [k, 2] in the
T3 − E okas
declared state. as is the actuator
actuator state column.
state.
Inconsistency errors
The actuator initial state modifies
There is an initial condition
the controlled variable states. ec
without its empty cells in the
T3 − E ikec
are event columns of the controlled
event columns [k, :].
variable.
Error detection in the operation states Table (name to this table T5 )
Omission errors
The controlled variable does not
There is an empty cell [k, 2] in the
have its declared operation states.
operation states column.
T5 − E okos
os are the operation states of the
controlled variable.
Inconsistency errors
An operation state does not belong
There is an operation state in cell
to the declared states of the
[k, 2] that does not belong to the
controlled variable. os are the
states of cell [k, 3] of T1 .
T5 − E ikos
operation states of the controlled
variable.
Error detection in the operation conditions table (name to this table T6 )
Omission errors
T6 − E okps
The sub-process does not have its
There are empty cells [:, 2] in the
previous operation conditions. ps is
pre-conditions states column.
the pre-conditions states.
T6 − E okts
The sub-process does not have its
There are empty cells [:, 4] in the
target state. ts is the target state.
target states column.
Error

TABLE X: Recovered row 3 in the Element Description Table
Controlled variables
& Actuators
LV-104 (Valve)

Range

State

2

closed, opened

Initial
State
closed

TABLE XI: Recovered Element Behavior Table
LV-104
opened
closed

opened
X

closed
X

TABLE VIII: Recovery omission error functions
Fo
T1 − F okr
T1 − F oks
T1 − F okis
T2 − F okcm
T3 − F okas
T5 − F okos
T6 − F okps
T6 − F otsk

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

engineer
engineer
engineer
engineer
engineer
engineer
engineer
engineer

must
must
must
must
must
must
must
must

Correction action
provide the range in cell [k,2]
provide the state in cell [k,3]
provide the initial state in cell [k,4]
provide the element behavior in cell [k,:]
provide the actuator states in cell [k,2]
provide the operation states in cell [k,2]
provide the pre-condition state in cells [:,2]
provide the target state in cell [:,4]

TABLE IX: Recovery inconsistency error functions
Fi
T1 − F ikr
T1 − F iks
T1 − F ikis
T2 − F ikk
cm
T2 − F ikcm
T3 − F ikec
T5 − F ikos

The
The
The
The
The
The
The

engineer
engineer
engineer
engineer
engineer
engineer
engineer

must
must
must
must
must
must
must

provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide

Correction action
the range in cell [k,2].
the state in cell [k,3].
the initial state in cell [k,4].
the element behavior in cell [k,k].
the actuator state in cells [k,k-1] and/or [k,k+1].
the element states in cells [k;:].
the operation states in cell [k,2].

TABLE XII: Recovered Permissive Relation Table
Actuator
LV-104

Actuator state
closed
opened

Controlled variables
BP − 103
BL − 104
Events
BLe to BL f

Fig. 7: Updated process graph of the current example.

Fig. 8: Updated process IPN model of the current example.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This work introduced a methodology to detect and remove
omissions and inconsistencies in the process and operation
narratives of an industrial process described by P&ID under
norm ISA 5.1. The potential set of errors and recovery
functions are given a priori. Thus when an error is detected,
then the recovery function is executed in order to remove the

detected error. This potential set of error and functions can be
extended to include more errors if necessary.
Removing errors updates narratives, tables and graphs,
hence the resulting information and models are consistent
among them. In the near future, the computed error-free
IPN models (system and specification) will be used to
automatically design and implement a controller. For instance,
to automatically generate the corresponding ladder diagram.
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